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Mission Statement of the
ECIPS
The origins of the European Centre for Information Policy & Security (ECIPS) lie in
the aspiration to ensure and promote the widest possible mutual international
assistance between all European organizations in the chain of Policy, Information,
Security and Justice, which needs re-enforcement by creating both, a platform and
policies, for innovative practices in the domain of Justice and Home Affairs (JHA). This
Mission Statement outlines where action in the domain of Justice and Home Affairs
(JHA) is needed promoting basic European Values and Democracy Building.

Our Mission is:


To investigate, research and analyze several areas that relates to emerging global threats & risks,
in both the security and policy domain to deliver timely bespoke publications and services, for both
national and international development across the European Union.



To research and development of solution in the fields of policy and security, cybercrime,
immigration policies, radicalization trends and threats in the use and of data management and
data bases to manage, detect potential threats and its potential impacts to secure our members
and citizens.



To focus on the critical global security threats, critical infrastructure threats, cyber threats and
research and develop pragmatic solutions which aids to the risks of security, justice and its policy
in public domain.



To investigates re-enforcement by creating both, a platform and policies solutions, for innovative
practices in the domain of Justice and Home Affairs (JHA).



To research and investigate, produce and publish solutions and enhancements that realize the
need for practical improvements of skills, training, education attitudes and the Chain of Justice Cooperation in order to contribute considerably and sustainably to the arena of Policy, Security and
Justice within the European Union.
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To promote, enhance and assist the development of Security in all aspects that affects our way of
lives.



To contribute to a better knowledge of the process of co-operation and integration in Europe and
to support and promote basic European Values and Democracy Building.



To develop a general debate, develop clear political policies / strategies and take on initiatives
promoting the ideas of the Organization that is in the interest of public and civil protection across
the European Union.



To monitor open source investigative publications and document trends and identification of early
signs of changes in the global climate of atmospherics (Information) to act as a

"GLOBAL WATCHDOG"


To develop contacts with like-minded originations in and outside the European Union that has an
interest in global cooperation in the assistance of academic research in the field of global security
for innovative practices in the domain of Freedom, Justice and Home Affairs (JHA).



To encourage and organize unanimous action by its members at European level to promote
security and sustainability participation within and towards political parties, platforms and
coordination structures that benefits the public in creating pragmatic and sustainable solutions to
developing global threats that is both manmade and natural such as global warming.



To encourage public safety awareness programs, and coordinated security integrated programs
internationally.



To address such high-priority issues such as nonproliferation, counterterrorism,
counterintelligence, international organized crime and narcotics trafficking, environment, and arms
control intelligence.



To encourage public safety awareness programs and coordinated security integrated programs
internationally to protect our way of life.

" Where we walk, a footprint always remains that brings many
challenges to those who follow the age of enlightenment, knowing
that our Eye of Providence is at hand, should we go astray in this
path, so graciously set ahead, by the fraternity elders of ages, who
laid the precious northeast cornerstone in the Valley of Freedom,
Security and Fundamental Rights "
http://ecips.eu/ecipsmission.pdf
The European Centre for Information Policy & Security (ECIPS) was established by approval of Royal
Decree no WL22/16.594 as International Organization IVoG; IVZW; AISBL No 634898256.
http://www.ejustice.just.fgov.be/tsv/tsvn.htm

